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On a Problem Concerning Two Integer Séquences

S. L. G. Choi

§1. Introduction

Let si and 38 be sets of natural numbers. Then 0§ is said to be a &-set with respect
to si if 38 contains k integers say bl9..., bk such that bt +bj (1 </</<£) ail lie outside

si. In this paper we shall prove the following

THEOREM. Let e > 0 and k be a natural number ^ 2. Then there exists a positive
integer s* (s, k) with the following property.

Suppose si={al9...9at} and &={bl9...9bs} are sets of positive integers where

s^s* (e, k) and /< (1 — e) s. Then «^ is a k-sct with respect to si.
We note that the above theorem is certainly best possible in the sensé that it fails

to hold if e > 0 is replaced by the number 0 ; for by taking 8è to be the integers 1,2,..., s

and si to be the even integers 2, 4,..., 2s, it is clear that we cannot sélect from 88

three integers with ail their pairwise sums not appearing in si.

§2. Some Lemmas

In this section we prove a number of lemmas necessary for the proofof the theorem.

LEMMA 1. Suppose a > 0 and 0 > 0. Then there exists n* (h, a, fi) such that ifn > n*
and & is a set of N natural numbers, where N^ctn, contained in a progression of
length n, and *& is a set of natural numbers with1)

\{2X)n9\*Z{\-fi)N, (1)

then 2£ is an h-set with respect to %/.

Proof In view of (1) there exist in 9£integers xl9..., xN*9 N*^ftNso that 2xl9...9
2xN* are not in (&. We then proceed to extract h integers from among xl9...9 xN* so

that their pairwise sums ail appear in 2xl9...9 2xN*. Since xl9...9 xN* are N* integers
contained in a progression of length n, N*^ccfin, and n^n*(h, a, p), we hâve, by a

theorem of Varnavides [1], that there exist a number c=c(<x, fi) and cN2 triples of
integers xtj, xil9 xim so that xij+xil 2xim. Thus there exists one xij9 which we shall
dénote by xh9 so that there are fitN9 where fii=fii(<x,fi)9 integers xh such that

xh +xh=2xim. We now repeat the argument with thèse f}tN integers xu and so on.

x) Hère 2S simply dénotes the set of integers 2x, where xe&
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By choosing n* sufficiently large in tenus of h, a, /?, the argument may be repeated
h — 1 times to yield the assertion of the lemma.

LEMMA 2. Let A^2 and w^lbe a natural number. Then, provided v^2($)2yv~3
A2w~2, «^(8/l)2w-1 andn^v, the following is true:

If 2£ is a set of n natural numbers and 3C' is a subset consisting of v numbers such

that \X+X'\^X\X\t then there exists a subset &> in X of the form*) ^={*0} +
4- {0, xt} H h {0, xw} consisting of 2W distinct integers.

It will be shown presently that Lemma 2 is a simple conséquence of the following

LEMMA 2'. Let r\^\ and ^*, % be sets of natural numbers so that

and

Then there exists a number d^O so that

h-tj d (2)

has at least (4*/)""1 \^\ solutions in tif
Proof of Lemma 2'. We dénote \f\ by T, and |<#| by U. Let sl9..., sp9 p^nT be

the éléments of $~+% and suppose

where t^eJ' and t\l)E^. From the above set of équations we see that there are, for
a fixed /, iqi(qi-l) pairs of équations of type t^+u^^tf+ufK We may rewrite
each of thèse équations as t^-tf^uf-vlp or tf-t^-u^-uf. Thus altogether
there are £f=1 qi(qi— 1) différences t{—tj (i^j) obtained in this way. As there are at
most U2 différences Ui — Uj (i^j), there exists one such différence say d (J#0) so

that there are N distinct solutions for (2) in th tf& where

1=1

Clearly the above yields

•te'-
2) For sets Xu 3C2y...^r of integers, 9£x + •••4-^ dénotes the set of integers of the form

-h • • •+xr where xt e&u..., xr €&,.
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Now £f«i qt TU so that an applications of Sehwarz's inequality yields

i=l / J=l 1=1

U^2rj9 the above implies 2pU2N^(TU)2/2 from which
follows. This complètes the proof of Lemma 2'.

Proof ofLemma 2. We apply Lemma 2' with ^=^, #=#' and n X and assert
the existence of a subset S£x oî& consisting of ^(%X)~X \SC\ integers and a number d0

so that (d0 +#\) n 3fx 0 and ^q+^c#\ We now apply Lemma 2' again with «^=X1
and %=Xf and rç 8A2 and assert the existence of a subset $*2 of 3CX consisting of
^(S2!2)'1 |^|^(8A)"3 \3f\ integers and a number d± so that (^+«^2)0^ 0 and

dl +f2c^f Since «^(SA)2^"1 and i;^2(8)2w"3 A2w"2 we may repeat the argument
w times to obtain a séquence of numbers do,du...,dw so that {Jw} + {0, Jw_i} +
H f-{0, d0} consists of 2W numbers ail belonging to #\ This complètes the proof
of Lemma 2.

Before stating the next lemma we introduce the concept of a type c set. Hence-
forth we shall regard e and k as being fixed.

Let c^2 be any positive number. We define the numbers n*(c) and u(c) by

where w* (/^, a, j8) is the number appearing in Lemma 1 ; and

u(c) pOe"1/!* (c) c loge]. (4)

DEFINITION 1. A set & consisting of at least 2" natural numbers, where u=u(c)
is defined by (4), is said to be a set of type c, or simply a type c set, if it contains a

subset Sf of the form {x0} A h{0, xu}, consisting of T distinct integers such that

LEMMA 3. Let cS?2 and n^2u, where u u(c) is defined by (4). Suppose & is a

type c set consisting of n positive integers. Then, with at most 4"1 e\^\ exceptions, the

integers in & is contained in the union of disjoint arithmetic progressions each of length

^n* {c), where w* (c) is defined by (3), and each such progression has at least a proportion

e(8c)~1 of its integers appearing in X.
Proof. Since $C is of type c, it has, by définition, a subset Sf {x0} + • • • + {0, xu}

so that
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Wedefine^(/)(/=O, l,...,w)by

where

Clearly X^cX^c-œX^. Since \X(u)\ \X + #?\^c\X\> there exists some j
(Uj<m) so that

|^°"+1)| < (1 +u'1 2 loge) |3T<'>|. (5)

We partition the integers in XU) into maximal progressions modxI+1. In view of
(5) the number of progressions is at most u~l (2 loge) \2£U)\^.u~x (2 loge) (en). Thus
the number of éléments of X(0) contained in ail progressions each with <n*(c)
éléments is <w-1 (2 loge) (cn)n*(c)^sn/8, in view of (4). Next we consider those

progressions having each at most a proportion (8e)"1 e of its éléments in X(0\ The
total number of éléments of ^(0) contained in progressions of this type is <e«(8e)~1
e e«/8. Thus each of the remaining progressions is of length ^«* (e) and has at least

a proportion (8e)"1 s of its éléments contained in X(0). Therefore the total number of
éléments of ^(0) falling into thèse remaining progressions is ^« (1 — e/8 — e/8)

(1 —8/4) n. Since X(0) X + {x0}, we hâve the assertion in the lemma.
Before stating Lemma 4 we introduce one further définition, that of an r-good

set with respect to a given set.

DEFINITION 2. Let r be a natural number, and 2£ be a set of natural numbers.
Then a set X of natural numbers is said to be an r-good set with respect to 2£ if it
contains r integers xu..., xr so that on putting3)

car —Of fv Y \ ;_i

we hâve

09 7=1,..., r.

LEMMA 4. Létf e^2 and u u(c) be defined by (4). Let t;^2(8)2u"3 e2""2,

^^(Se)2""1 andn^v. Suppose 0C consists of n natural numbers and is not of type c.

Then, for any given set $£ of natural numbers such that \&\^cn—n, there exists a subset

&* ofX which is l-good with respect to % and \%*\>v~^ \X\.
Proof. We take a subset X' ofX with \%'\ v. First suppose \X +X'\ ^c\X\. Then,

3) Hère %s is the complément of {xi9..., Xj} in X.
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by Lemma 2, there exists a subset £f of 3C of the form «5^= {xo}-\ h{0, xu}. Since

X is not of type c9 \X + S?\>c\X\. Thus, on recalling that |ar|<c|^|-|^|, we can
assert that there is an élément xe&* and a subset #*" of X so that

1^1 >(2")-1 \X\

and

We may take &*=%"'+ {x}. Since 2M<t?, ^* is a 1-good set as desired.
On the other hand, if \X+X'\>c\%'\, then again there exists yeX' and a subset

Xm of^so that

and

We may now take X*=X'" + {y}. This complètes the proof of the lemma.

§3. Proof of the Theorem

As the proof of the theorem is rather involved we shall first deduce Lemma A as

a conséquence of the lemmas in §2, and then deduce from it Lemma B. In the actual

proof of the theorem, the only référence will be to Lemma B.

First we introduce the following définition.

DEFINITION 3. We define the numbers sj9 cp uj9 Vj,j=l,..., ifc-1, as follows.

'

(8)

where nj=n*(cj) is the function defined by (3),

(9)

4) fal dénotes the smallest integer 5» a.
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We suppose sf and & are sets satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem and we

suppose s so large that the number sk_l9 defined in the définition 3, satisfies

s^XSc^)2*-*-1. (10)

We note a number of conséquences of définition 3 and (10) for future références.

We hâve

SjHtcj)2-'-1, y=l,...,A:-l (11)
ss

and

SjCj-Sj^s^\j/\. (13)

We obtain (11) by observing that (6)-(9) clearly imply c1<c2<~-<ck-.l,
u1<~-<Wjk_i and s>st>-->sk_l9 and then using (10).

To obtain (12) we observe that (6) implies s^{%) {4ke~1)k~1 vx... vk^.1sk^1 which
in view of (10) gives 4(4ke~1)k~1 vl... vk^l^ss/2; it is now clear that (12) follows
from this inequality.

Finally (13) is a conséquence of (6) and (7) and the fact that \srf\ ^(1 —e) s.

Henceforth, an r-good set (see Définition 2) will always be taken to mean one
with respect to s&9 and an r-set will also be taken to mean one with respect to se.

LEMMA A. Let Ky<A:— 1 and 3>] be a subset of £8 consisting of Sj integers,
where Sj is given by (6). Suppose &j is not a k-set. Then either @j is a set oftype Cj and

(14)

or 3j contains a subset @* which is l-good and

where Vj is given by (9).
Proof Suppose 3i is of type Cj. Since Sj^2Uj in view of (11), we may apply

Lemma 3 with c=Cp n=Sj and &~@j to assert that, with at most 4~1e|^| exceptions,

the integers in 3S are contained in the union of disjoint arithmetic progressions
each of length ^nj and each having at least a proportion efôcj)"1 of its integers in

3j. We shall suppose (14) does not hold and deduce a contradiction.
Since (1 —e/2)<(l — e/4) (1 — e/4), the assumption that (14) does not hold implies
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that there exists an arithmetic progression 0> so that

and

Thus by Lemma 1, éFn@j is a fc-set, and this contradicts the hypothesis in the lemma
concerning @Jm Therefore in the case when Q>j is of type Cj we hâve (14).

Now suppose @s is not of type Cj. Since \s/\^CjSj — Sj by (13), ands^{%Cj)2Uj~1
by (11 we may apply Lemma 4 with c cj9 2£ — @p n Sj and J? se to yield a 1-good
subset ^* of ^. satisfying (15).

LEMMA B. Let 0^j^k-2 and &U) be a subset of ai so that

where sj9 Vj are given by (6) and (9). Suppose ^(i) w «ctf a fc-^^. 7%e« we may partition
the integers in &(J\ with at most sj+1 exceptions, into subsets which are either of type

cj+1 each consisting of sj+1 éléments or l-good sets each consisting of \vj+x sJ+1]
éléments. Furthermore, ifW is a type cj+1 set in the partition then <& satisfies

Proof We take a subset ^+1 of ^(J) consisting of sj+i éléments and apply
Lemma A to assert that either @J+1 is a set of type cJ+t so that (17) is satisfied with
&~@j+1 or else @J+l contains a subset @J+1 which is 1-good. Put

j+1 if @j+ is of type cJ+1
*+1 if @J+ is not of type cj+l.

We apply the same argument to &U)— <F and so on. In this way we may partition
&u\ with at most sJ+1 exceptions of its integers, into subsets having the properties
asserted in the lemma.

We are now in a position to prove our theorem. Fory 0, Lemma B yields a partition

of & into subsets

(19)
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and

where

are 1-good sets satisfying

and

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

We note that since \s/\ < (1 — e) s, inequalities (21 and (23) imply that there are indeed

1-good sets (^l-1) in the partition.
For each of the 1-good sets ^{1), we let ^1} be the subset of ét\l) so that there

exists an élément b} in S\l) with

and

We apply Lemma B withy'=l and $(l) é'(i1) and obtain for each ^(1) a partition of
ail its integers with at most s2 [(4k)~1 sK-^l] exceptions, into sets of type c2 and

1-good sets. We further note that each such 1-good set may with the adjunction of an
élément from £% become a 2-good set. Thus, at this second stage, we hâve partitioned
& into subsets

(24)

(25)

and

where

(26)

(27)
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«fï2) are 1-good sets satisfying

|rf{2)l rt£Vl, *' 1 *2 (28)

and

|^(2)|<2(4^)"1 i»+2(4faf^J^-* (29)

[For (29) see (12)]. Again the existence of sets «f[2) is a conséquence of (27), (29)
and |.«/|<(l-fi).y.

It is clear that the argument employed above may be repeated. At the (&— l)-th
stage we may assert the partitioning of âê into subsets

^r^-.ct-1' (30)

*?-1)....,*£:11)

and

where

A|^1k-1>|, i l,2,..., (32)

^Çfc-i) are i-good sets satisfying

Kr^NK-.Wxl, i l,2,... (33)

and

|^(*-1)|<(&-l)(4fc)-1ej+2{(4^

[for (34) see (12)]. Again the existence of sets êf~X) is a conséquence of (32), (34)
and \s^\^{\—e)s. Thèse 1-good sets may with the adjunction with k—2 éléments

from ^, become (k— l)-good sets. Since a (A:— l)-good set is already a A>set we hâve

completed the proof of the theorem.
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